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ACM STUDY GROUP ISSUES VOTER REGISTRATION GUIDELINES TO ASSURE
PRIVACY AND ACCURACY
WASHINGTON, DC, February 16, 2006 – A team of computer security and voting experts
has issued recommendations to ensure that electronic records of information submitted by
citizens registering to vote are accurate, private, and secure. In a report commissioned by the
Association for Computing Machinery’s (ACM) U.S. Public Policy Committee (USACM),
state and local election officials now have nearly 100 high-level guidelines designed to help
states comply with Federal laws that require computerized statewide electronic databases to
be operational by January 1, 2006.
“These guidelines will enable the more than 20 states that have not yet met these federal
deadlines to avoid Election Day problems,” said Study Committee co-chair Barbara Simons,
a past president of ACM, who is retired from IBM Research. “They also provide a useful
template for those states that have complied with federal deadlines, but may need to revamp
their processes and procedures in light of the report’s recommendations,” she said.
“If these guidelines are not implemented, at a minimum there could be widespread confusion
and Election Day disruptions. And in the worst case, voters across the nation could be
disenfranchised and election fraud could result,” said Paula Hawthorn, co-chair of the Voter
Registration Database Study Committee. Hawthorn, a former database expert at HewlettPackard, and vice president of software development for several start-up companies,
identified a series of risks, including hacker attacks, massive Election Day failures, severe
privacy violations, and further erosion of confidence in the election process.
The report outlines “best practices” from technology and policy experts recruited for their
special knowledge and understanding of the relevant areas. It presents guidelines to make
certain that voter databases are consistently reliable and usable by people with diverse
backgrounds, purposes, and knowledge.
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The study was commissioned by USACM to develop objective technical information and
expert recommendations to help states and localities comply with provisions of the Help
America Vote Act (HAVA), which was passed in the wake of voting problems in the 2000
Presidential Election.
The guidelines will enable state and local officials to address potential risks by:
a) adopting transparent policies and open practices for managing technical and
logistical aspects of voter registration databases.
b) setting clear accountabilities for those responsible for proposing, making, or
approving changes to the data, the system, or its policies.
c) establishing audit trails to track changes made to data, security policy, and database
design.
d) designing privacy policies that are fundamental to the system, and based on longestablished and widely-accepted Fair Information Practices principles.
The complete Electronic Voter Registration Database Study and a list of report’s authors are
available online at http://www.acm.org/usacm/VRD/
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